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The brain-wide activation patterns that underlie, generate, and change the behavioral

outputs in rodents, the main animal models in biomedical research, are difficult to

assess in vivo. The standard tool for whole-brain imaging of spatiotemporal activation

patterns in rodents is BOLD fMRI, but the technique requires the animals to be

immobilized inside the scanners. One of the few methods that can provide in vivo images

of brain-wide patterns of neural activity from unrestrained animals outside scanner

environments is single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) imaging of

cerebral blood flow (CBF). During ongoing behavior, animals are intravenously injected

with 99mTc-HMPAO (99m-technetium hexamethylene propyleneamine oxime), a lipophilic

tracer that, after accumulation in the brain in a flow-dependent manner, is rapidly

converted to a hydrophilic compound that remains trapped in the brain and shows

no redistribution. The 99mTc brain distribution, reflecting the average blood flow during

the time of injection, can be read out in the anesthetized animal after injection. Similar

in rationale to 18F-2-fluoro-2-deoxy-glucose (18F-FDG) positron emission tomography

(PET), 99mTc-HMPAO SPECT provides static images of spatial patterns of neural activity

from awake behaving rodents, but the spatial resolution can be higher and the stimulation

times substantially shorter. In this review, we present an overview about the underlying

rationales and principles of functional CBF SPECT imaging in rodents, give a short

summary of the experimental procedures, and discuss the advantages, drawbacks, and

perspectives of the technique within the framework of methods for imaging brain-wide

activation patterns in awake behaving rodents.

Keywords: functional neuroimaging, small-animal SPECT, cerebral blood flow, PET, fMRI

INTRODUCTION

Rodents, in particular rats and mice, serve as the main model organisms for studying the structure
and function of the mammalian brain in basic and applied neurosciences. With brain sizes
in the cubic centimeter range—about 0.5 cm3 in mice and 2 cm3 in rats—these rodents pose
particular challenges for neuroimaging techniques, especially techniques for in vivo imaging of the
entire organ.

Rodent brains are several orders of magnitude larger than the brains of small vertebrates such
as the zebrafish or common invertebrate model organisms such as the fruit fly Drosophila and the
roundworm Caenorhabditis elegans. In addition, myelinated fiber bundles traverse the adult rodent
brains, strongly increasing the scattering of electromagnetic waves in the visible range. In contrast
to the transparent brains of zebrafish larvae or C. elegans, which can be optically imaged as a whole
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at cellular resolution in vivo [1, 2], optical in vivo imaging of
entire rodent brains at this resolution is not possible.

With respect to penetration depths and fields of view, rodent
brains can easily be imaged with X-ray CT, MRI, PET, or SPECT,
medical imaging techniques developed for human imaging.
However, with brain volumes about a thousand times smaller
than the human brain, substantial increases in spatial resolution
are required if rodent brains should be imaged with at least
the same relative resolution—relative to the brain size—as
in humans.

Techniques for imaging the entire brain are of particular
relevance in neuroscience. Brains are characterized by high
degrees of global and local anatomical and functional
interconnectivities between single neurons and neuronal
ensembles. This network topology implies that, as a general rule,
changes in behavioral output are mediated by activation changes
in distributed neuron populations. In fact, even apparently
simple behaviors, e.g., fear behavior [3], have been shown to be
governed by complex brain-wide network activations. Explaining
the changes in behavior that genetic alterations or manipulations,
protein modifications, pharmacological treatments, and artificial
or natural stimulations of cell ensembles might cause requires
identification of the network activation patterns.

An ideal method for functional neuroimaging would be
able to image in vivo brain-wide patterns of neural activity
with high spatial (single-cell) and temporal (millisecond)
resolution in behaving unrestrained animals. High-throughput
imaging, repeated imaging over long time spans, and little
to no interferences with experimental set-ups would be
additional benefits.

Optical methods in invertebrates and the zebrafish larva as
a small vertebrate come close to these demands [1, 2]. For the
mouse brain, however, no such methods are available, and it
remains dubious whether techniques for single-cell-resolution
in vivo imaging of the activation patterns of the ∼70 million
neurons in the mouse brain [4] can be developed at all.
All currently available methods operate at substantially lower
resolutions and suffer from more or less severe drawbacks.

The prevailing approach to assessing the brain-wide network
behavior in the rodent brain is functional magnetic resonance
imaging based on blood-oxygenation-level-dependent contrast
(BOLD fMRI). Spatial and temporal resolutions rank among
the highest in rodent whole-brain imaging, but animals have
to be restrained inside scanners. In vivo images of brain-wide
activation patterns in unrestrained, behaving rodents can be
obtained using tracer techniques. Rodents are injected before or
during the behavior of interest with tracers that accumulate in
the brain in an activity-dependent manner. Tracers that show
no relevant redistribution can be imaged in anesthetized animals
after the experiment. Three tracers with three different imaging
modalities are commonly used, the glucose analog 18F-2-fluoro-
2-deoxy-glucose (18F-FDG) for positron emission tomography
(PET) imaging, the calcium analog manganese for manganese-
enhanced MRI (MEMRI), and the blood flow tracer 99mTc-
HMPAO for SPECT imaging. As one of the main drawbacks,
these methods can provide only a static view of the average
activity during the uptake period. What makes these approaches

attractive is that there are few constraints on the behavioral
set-ups to be used and the simplicity of the methods with respect
to the treatments of the animals.

We here review one of the approaches, functional
neuroimaging using CBF SPECT. We first describe the
historical development and the rationales of using tracers
for imaging cerebral blood flow and give an overview of the
principles of SPECT imaging in small animals. We then explain
the experimental procedure and discuss the approach in the
framework of the diverse techniques for brain-wide functional
neuroimaging in rodents.

IMAGING REGIONAL CEREBRAL BLOOD
FLOW USING TRACER TECHNIQUES

Functional neuroimaging has its roots in studies of cerebral
blood flow in mammals. In 1948, Kety and Schmidt published
a method for quantifying the global cerebral blood flow in
humans based on measurements of arteriovenous differences
in concentrations of nitrous oxide, a non-metabolized gas [5].
The method solved a problem inherent to earlier attempts
of calculating global cerebral blood flow from arteriovenous
differences in oxygen concentration. By using an inert gas,
the flow could be determined independently from the oxygen
metabolism [6]. The inert gas approach, which can be seen as a
tracer technique for calculating global cerebral blood flow, led
to the development of tracer techniques for imaging regional
cerebral blood flow (rCBF). The first method for studying rCBF
was published in 1955 [7]. It was based on intravenously injecting
cats with 131I-trifluoroiodomethane, an inert gas radioactively
labeled with 131iodine, and studying the spatial patterns of the
flow-dependent wash-in of the gas post-mortem by means of
an autoradiographic method. After tracer injection, brains were
quickly removed and frozen in order to avoid back-diffusion
of the tracer from the brain to plasma. Brain sectioning and
autoradiography were performed at−40◦C in order to minimize
the loss of the volatile compound [6]. By demonstrating the
increased blood flow in the visual cortex upon visual stimulation,
the method was also the first to provide images of stimulus-
induced brain activations [8, 9].

Interestingly, it was not generally recognized at that time that
these studies formed the basis for what would later be termed
“functional neuroimaging.” When the data were presented in
1955 on a meeting of the American Neurological Association,
Landau (as quoted from [10]) commented: “Of course we
recognize that this is a very secondhand way of determining
physiological activity; it is rather like trying to measure what a
factory does by measuring the intake of water and the output of
sewage. This is only a problem of plumbing and only secondary
inferences can be made about function. We would not suggest
that this is a substitute for electrical recording in terms of easy
evaluation of what is going on.”

In fact, in terms of spatial and temporal resolution,
measurements of blood flow are orders of magnitude apart
from electrophysiological recordings. Nevertheless, the following
decades clearly showed the usefulness of this approach for
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FIGURE 1 | Functional neuroimaging in humans started with 2D scintigraphic imaging of cerebral blood flow. An experimental set-up is shown in the left panel. The

arrow points to a gamma camera equipped with a cone beam collimator similar to the collimator shown in the middle panel. The cone-beam collimator is placed close

to the subject’s head. The gamma camera is a 254 detector camera developed by Per Rommer and Edda Sveinsdottir under the leadership of Niels A. Lassen at

Meditronic and commercialized by Medimatic under the name “Dynamatic 254” (Images reprinted with permission from Per Rommer). An example of the images

obtained with this set-up is shown in the right panel. Brain contours and the central sulcus are outlined in black. The image shows CBF during hand gripping with the

contralateral hand. Reprinted with permission from the American Medical Association. Copyright © (1976) American Medical Association. All rights reserved [12].

detecting spatial patterns of neural activity in experimental
animals and in humans. The first images of functional brain
activity in humans were 2D scintigraphic gamma camera
images from subjects intra-arterially injected with the gamma
emitter 133Xe as a tracer, again an inert gas ([11]; Figure 1).
Groundbreaking work on functional imaging in humans
followed using PET with 15O-H2O as a blood flow tracer [13–
15]. The short half-life of 15O of 2.04min made it possible to
repeatedly image the same subject inside the PET scanner, and
the logic of subtracting data sets from different conditions for
studying cognitive processes was introduced [10].

The details of the neurovascular coupling are still under
debate. Much progress has been made in elucidating signal
cascades coupling energy demands in neural tissue to changes
in diameter in capillaries or different segments of the arterial
system [16], but the interpretation of increased or decreased flow
in volumes of mixed populations of excitatory and inhibitory
neurons, presynaptic and post-synaptic neuronal elements, and
astrocytes has remained unclear. Under simple conditions,
an excitatory input may lead to enhanced post-synaptic
processing in a volume element, resulting in an increased
flow. Conversely, reduced excitatory input under certain
stimulus conditions may result in reduced metabolism and flow
appearing as a deactivation. The complexity increases, however,
when inhibitory interneurons are involved. Subpopulations of
inhibitory interneurons, for instance, may have high firing rates
and energy demands, but the net effect on energy demands
in a volume element will depend on, among others, the
densities of excitatory and inhibitory neurons as well as the
local effects of the inhibition, factors that vary in different
brain regions.

Stimulus-induced changes in cerebral blood flow as measured
with 15O-H2O PET in humans increase up to 30% upon
intense stimulation [17]. These changes are relatively large
compared to changes in cerebral blood volume (CBV) or in
the BOLD response. This may compensate to some degree

for the fact that, in contrast to BOLD fMRI or functional
ultrasound (fUS) measurements of CBV, usually only one
image is taken per individual and condition in CBF studies.
Comparisons of the sensitivities of the different methods are
difficult, however, as they strongly depend on image noise, which
can vary substantially with different imaging protocols and in
radionuclide imaging is strongly affected by injected dose and
acquisition times.

A number of chemically quite diverse molecules can be used
as tracers for imaging cerebral blood flow: inert gases, 15O-
labeled water, or labeled lipophilic compounds such as 14C-
iodoantipyrine [18]. A key feature of all these compounds is
that they can readily pass the blood-brain barrier. With all these
compounds, the passage through the BBB is bi-directional. In
order to measure the blood-flow-dependent wash-in of these
compounds into the brain, measurements have to be done
quickly after injection—usually within the first minute—as long
as there is unidirectional flow of the tracers from plasma to
brain. Even if the half-life of 15O were much longer, 15O-H2O
PET CBF measurements would still have to be done in subjects
inside the PET scanner. For autoradiographic measurements in
experimental animals, the brains have to be quickly removed after
injection [18].

Routine SPECT imaging of CBF differs from these approaches
because tracers can be used that are trapped in the brain after
passage through the BBB. This makes it possible to image the
tracer distributions, or the distributions of the radioactive labels,
resp., after trapping. In theory, measurements of CBF using
trapped tracers are less straightforward than measurements with
inert, non-metabolized compounds, because additional factors
come into play, in particular the rates of the trapping reactions
and potential redistributions of tracers or trapped labels. In
practice, however, the two most commonly used tracers for
SPECT imaging of brain perfusion, 99mTc-HMPAO [19] and
99mTc-ethyl cysteinate dimer (99mTc-ECD), have been shown to
rather accurately reflect CBF [18].
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FIGURE 2 | Two collimator types used in SPECT imaging. Parallel-hole collimators, frequently used in SPECT imaging in humans, absorb photons that would reach

the detector—within limits—at oblique angles after emission from the sources. The sources are depicted in red. Scattered photons (blue, shown only for the

parallel-hole collimator) can be distinguished from non-scattered photons due to their lower energy. When pinhole collimators are used, magnified 2D projection

images form on the detector if the imaged objects are close to the pinhole.

Both tracers are trapped by rapid conversion to hydrophilic
compounds after passage through the BBB. The available data
indicate that 99mTc-HMPAO is metabolized to hydrophilic
compounds in reactions that, at least in part, depend on
glutathione and may take place preferentially in astrocytes [20,
21]. 99mTc-ECD is metabolized to a monoacid form that is
retained in brains of primates. 99mTc is not retained in rat
and mouse brains after intravenous 99mTc-ECD injections [22,
23]. Studies in mice have shown that the 99mTc monoacid is
quickly extruded by the organic anion transporter OAT3 [24],
which is highly expressed in endothelial cells. In addition to the
99mTc-labeled tracers, there is also a 123I-iodine-labeled tracer
available for SPECT imaging, 123I-iodoamphetamine (123I-IMP).
In humans, the tracer redistributes already within the first hour
after administration [25, 26], a fact that has limited its use. To
our knowledge, its redistribution has not been studied with small-
animal SPECT in rodents, but the tracer has been used for an ex
vivo SPECT imaging study [27]. Currently, 99mTc-HMPAO can
be regarded as the tracer of choice for functional neuroimaging
using CBF SPECT in rodents.

PRINCIPLES OF SPECT IMAGING IN
SMALL ANIMALS

As mentioned above, the first in vivo images of brain activity
were 2D scintigraphic images of cerebral blood flow in humans
with pixel sizes on the order of 1 cm2. These images were
taken with a gamma camera, a device developed in the 1950s by
Anger [28, 29].

The traditional Anger camera records the spatial positions
and intensities of scintillation events that occur in relatively large
crystals—usually flat thallium-activated sodium iodide crystals
a few hundred square centimeters in size—upon absorption of
gamma photons. In order to relate the spatial position of a
scintillation event in the crystal to a restricted volume of possible
emission sites in the subject, the cameras are equipped with

so-called collimators, a term derived from a false reading of
Latin collineare, meaning “to direct in a straight line” (Merriam-
Webster online dictionary: https://www.merriam-webster.com/
dictionary/collimate).

No different from light emitted from a light source,
gamma rays are emitted isotropically from gamma ray sources.
Collimators, placed between the sources and the scintillation
crystal, limit the possible angles at which gamma rays from
different positions in the field of view can reach the crystal (for
a review on collimators, see [30]). A parallel-hole collimator,
for instance, is a sieve-like structure made of heavy metals that
absorbs most of the gamma photons reaching the detector at
oblique angles (Figure 2). The 2D projection image of the source
distribution is formed from parallel bundles of gamma rays
that can pass through the collimator. Absorptive collimation
with different collimator geometries is the prevailing method
for forming 2D projection images in SPECT. In general, small
fractions of <1% of the gamma photons that could theoretically
reach the detector pass through the collimator and can be used
for image formation [30].

The first systems for 3D imaging of gamma emitters were
developed in the 1960s [31, 32]. Scanners with rotating gamma
cameras, similar to currently prevailing clinical scanners, were
introduced in the 1970s [31]. The development of SPECT
imaging was driven not only by advancements in the imaging
technology but also by the discovery of the radionuclide
99mTechnetium [33]. With a physical half-life of 6 h, an energy of
the emitted gamma photons of 140 keV, which is low enough for
efficient detection with NaI-scintillator crystals but high enough
for efficient emissions out of the human body, and easy on-
site availability from 99mTc generators, this radionuclide proved
to be ideal for SPECT imaging. 99mTc became the most used
radionuclide for diagnostic imaging worldwide [33].

With spatial resolutions in the range of a cubic centimeter
in clinical routine, SPECT has been notoriously regarded
a low-resolution imaging modality that is inferior to PET
in any respect. However, the spatial resolution of SPECT
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FIGURE 3 | Illustration of spatial resolutions with multi-pinhole SPECT imaging in mouse brain. Shown in (A) is an image of a SPECT measurement of a

micro-Jaszczak hot-rod resolution phantom filled with 99mTc. The phantom was scanned with custom-made 0.3mm multi-pinhole apertures at the Leibniz Institute for

Neurobiology. Rods down to the size of 0.4mm can be resolved. In (B), an overlay of the image in (A) onto an anatomical reference MR image [38] of a mouse brain is

shown to illustrate these spatial resolutions in relation to the mouse brain anatomy. Resolutions in the range of 0.75mm that can easily be achieved in SPECT imaging

are already quite useful for imaging brain regional tracer distributions. In (C) a high-resolution 99mTc-HMPAO SPECT image is shown from the CBF of a mouse during

intracranial self-stimulation of the medial forebrain bundle (mfb). This image was overlaid on the MR of the same animal in (D). The MR is a post-mortem MR after

removal of the self-stimulation setup. The electrode track is marked by an asterisk in (D). Images were taken with the same setup as for the measurement in (A). The

color scale in (C) is in units of the global mean intensity µ. Note in (C) the clear delineation of the mfb (arrow) and the small hypothalamic region with a relatively high

uptake (arrowhead).

critically depends on the collimators used and can exceed
that of PET.

Magnified projection images of gamma ray sources can be
obtained when pinhole collimators (Figure 2) are used, with the
magnification depending on pinhole-detector and pinhole-object
distances and the resolution depending on pinhole diameters and
detector resolutions. High system resolutions can be achieved
this way even with detector resolutions in the range of a
few millimeters. In principle, microscopic resolutions could be

achieved [34], the main limiting factor being the decreasing
sensitivity with decreasing pinhole diameter. The system’s
sensitivity increases with increasing number of pinholes for a
given field of view, the maximum number of pinholes depending
on the geometries of pinhole and detector arrangements. Current
commercially available small-animal SPECT scanners make use
of this multi-pinhole technology ([35]; for reviews on small-
animal SPECT, see also [36, 37]; Figure 3). Spatial resolutions
down to ca. 250µm have been reported for in vivo imaging [39].
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These spatial resolutions cannot be achieved in PET imaging
of conventional positron emitters in brain tissue. In clinical
routine and in most preclinical scanners, PET imaging is based
on coincidence detection of two 511 keV-photons emitted in
nearly opposite directions from positron-electron annihilation
sites (but see Walker et al. [40] for a preclinical PET scanner
with pinhole collimation). Positrons have to lose most of
their kinetic energy before an annihilation event is possible.
Annihilation events occur at certain distances from the positron
emitting radionuclide or tracer molecules labeled with the
radionuclide, a factor limiting the spatial resolution of PET,
irrespective of the way the emitted photons are detected. The
mean distances between the sites of positron emissions and
the sites of annihilations, the so-called positron ranges, depend
on the kinetic energies at which positrons are emitted and
the probabilities with which the emitted positrons can interact
with their environment. On average, positron ranges decrease
with increasing tissue density. Positrons emitted from 18F have
a favorably low maximum energy of 0.634 MeV [41], and
it seems possible to detect this radionuclide in mouse brain
at a spatial resolution close to 600µm [42]. For comparison,
15O emits positrons at a maximum energy of 1.732 MeV,
resulting in a mean positron range of three millimeters in
water [41]. While detection of photons from annihilations
rather than detection of photons emitted from radionuclide
atoms limits the spatial resolution of PET, there is at the
same time a substantial gain in sensitivity when coincidence
detection is used, as no collimators are necessary for imaging
radionuclide distributions.

In preclinical practice, the spatial resolution advantage of
SPECT vs. the sensitivity advantage of PET may in many cases
be of minor relevance: Newest-generation small-animal PET
scanners approach the fundamental limit in spatial resolution
for 18F, which is similar to the resolutions in many routine
measurements with small-animal SPECT. On the other hand,
SPECT imaging at a resolution of about 700µm is possible
with doses that are well within nano- to picomolar ranges.
100MBq 99mTc corresponds to ca. 5 pmol (see [43] for details
of calculations). With about 1.5 MBq of this amount reaching
the mouse brain in a typical CBF imaging experiment [22, 44],
this would correspond to ca. 0.075 pmol/0.5 cm3 brain tissue
corresponding to a concentration of 150 pmol/L (assuming 1
cm3

= 1mL). For estimating pharmacological or toxicological
effects, it has to be taken into account that HMPAO labeled
with 99Tc, the decay product of 99mTc, also enters the brain.
However, even with amounts of 99Tc-HMPAO exceeding those of
99mTc-HMPAOby an order ofmagnitude, the total concentration
of labeled HMPAO would still be outside of the range of
pharmacological effects.

In general, the ratio of radioactively labeled tracers vs.
tracers labeled with decay products is higher with 99mTc-labeled
compounds than with PET tracers because of the longer half-
life of 99mTc and delivery of the radionuclide from 99mTc
generators at high specific activities, i.e., high amounts of
radioactive atoms per total number or mass of the atoms.
With activities of 99mTc of 1 GBq delivered in a few hundred
microliters of physiological saline solution, volume loads usually

are also within limits of good practice for i.v. injections
in rodents.

Radionuclide contents can be quantified quite accurately in
SPECT and PET imaging if the data sets are corrected for the
various factors that affect how many of the emitted photons can
finally be counted and selected for 3D image reconstructions,
e.g., collimator effects in SPECT, random coincidences in PET,
and effects of absorption and scattering in the imaged subjects
[45]. Underestimations of the true activities due to gamma
ray attenuation in the subjects can be more severe in PET
than in SPECT imaging despite the higher photon energies in
PET, because a true coincidence event is missing if only one
of the two annihilation photons does not reach the detector
in a line of response [45]. Without attenuation correction,
radionuclide contents would be underestimated in small-animal
PET imaging by about 40% in rats [46] and 20% in mice
[47]. In small-animal SPECT imaging, the combined effects of
scattering and absorption can result in underestimations of true
activities by about 12% in mice [48, 49] and 23% in rats [50]
when using the radionuclide 99mTc. Attenuation correction is
computationally simpler in PET imaging [45, 51], but algorithms
have been developed that reduce the errors in small-animal
SPECT imaging to <5% [50]. It can be expected that the
accuracy will increase further when corrections will be based
on calculations of attenuation coefficients from X-ray CT scans
or more indirectly from MR images of the same individual, as
increasingly done in humans [51]. Finally, when using SPECT for
functional neuroimaging in rodents, the focus is on comparing
differences in radionuclide distributions in brains from animals
of different experimental groups. Due to little variations in brain
and skull anatomy, absorption and scattering will also differ little
within and between the groups. This tends to reduce attenuation
effects in voxel-wise statistical comparisons.

The radionuclide doses given per body weight are generally
higher in small-animal imaging as compared with human
imaging [52], resulting in higher radiation exposures. Data for
99mTc-HMPAO in rats [19] and calculations for other 99mTc-
compounds in mice and rats [52] indicate that whole-body
radiation doses in CBF SPECT at commonly used 99mTc doses,
e.g., 100 MBq in mice, can be estimated to be in the lower to
mid centigray range, which is well within usual dose ranges in
small-animal PET and SPECT imaging [52].

The choice between PET and SPECT in preclinical imaging
may frequently depend on scanner availabilities and suitable
tracers for the questions to be studied. The logistics of small-
animal SPECT are simpler due to the relatively long half-lives
of the radionuclides used. An interesting opportunity in SPECT
imaging is dual-isotope SPECT [36, 37]. Two or more tracers
can be detected simultaneously if they emit gamma or X-ray
photons at energies sufficiently different for being resolved with
the detectors used. In principle, images of CBF under two
different conditions in the same animal could be obtained by
sequentially injecting the two tracers 99mTc-HMPAO and 123I-
IMP in one session. Because of potential redistributions of 123I-
IMP, the feasibility of this approach for in vivo imaging is
currently unclear, but it could be of interest for high-resolution
ex vivo imaging.
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FIGURE 4 | Images of mice implanted with chronic external jugular vein catheters. The image on the left shows a mouse during optogenetic stimulation, the image on

the right a volume-rendered CT from a mouse that was injected with an X-ray-dense contrast agent during CT acquisition. The arrows point to the dorsal exit of the

catheter. The subcutaneous part of the tunneled catheter can be seen in the CT. The tip of the catheter (asterisk) is at or close to the right atrium.

FUNCTIONAL NEUROIMAGING IN
RODENTS USING 99mTc-HMPAO
SPECT—THE EXPERIMENTAL
PROCEDURE

SPECT imaging of cerebral blood flow in rodents dates back to
experiments in the 1990s in rats [53, 54]. High-resolution images
of cerebral blood flow inmice were demonstratedmuch later with
a multi-pinhole system in 2009 [55].

These experiments were done to demonstrate the spatial
resolution of imaging systems using pinhole collimators. 99mTc-
HMPAO was intravenously injected via the tail vein—the
common approach of i.v. injections in rodents. The highly
lipophilic compound is rapidly cleared from the plasma.
Andersen et al. [56] found a high first-pass extraction
of about 80% in rats. The images obtained after a tail
vein bolus injection thus mostly represent the mean CBF
during the short time span during and shortly after tail
vein injection.

In order to make use of the approach for mapping stimulus-
dependent changes in blood flow, the tracer has to be injected
during the stimulation period. To the best of our knowledge, the

first study using a dedicated small-animal SPECT scanner for
imaging brain activation patterns was performed by Wyckhuys
et al. [57] in restrained rats.

For the method to be used for repeated imaging of

unrestrained behaving animals, we developed an approach for

continuously injecting the tracer during ongoing behavior via

catheters in the right external jugular vein. External jugular

vein catheterization is a well-established approach for chronic

intravenous injections or blood sampling in rodents (for instance

[58–67]). From our experience, the complexity of the approach is

frequently overestimated. In experienced hands, the surgery takes

about 30min. The catheters are subcutaneously tunneled and

exit shortly behind the scapulae (Figure 4). For i.v. injections,

the catheters are connected to perfusion pumps via polyethylene

tubes with little interference with ongoing behavior. We used

this approach in a number of studies including different learning
paradigms [68, 69].

We have developed a protocol for simple, inexpensive on-
site synthesis of 99mTc-HMPAO close to the behavioral setup
[44]. 99mTc is a so-called generator radionuclide [33]. It is a
decay product of 99Mo-molybdenum, a radionuclide with a half-
life of 66 hours. 99Mo can conveniently be transported over
long distances to hospitals for on-site delivery of 99mTc. 99mTc
generators contain the divalent molybdate anion 99MoO42−,
from which the monovalent pertechnetate anion 99mTcO4−

forms when 99Mo decays. The change in valency facilitates
separating 99mTcO4− from 99MoO42− by elution with NaCl
solutions. 99mTc generators are present in practically every
department of nuclear medicine. The logistics of supplying a
small-animal SPECT lab with 99mTc are very simple.

For synthesis of 99mTc-HMPAO, the solution of 99mTcO4− in
saline is added to the organic compound exametazime (HMPAO)
in the presence of the reducing agent Sn(II)Cl2. HMPAO
and Sn(II)Cl2 are commercially available as kit preparations
delivered as a lyophilized mixture under nitrogen in amounts
for use in humans. For use in rodents, we store aliquots
of such a kit preparation frozen in saline solutions. Upon
use, we add freshly prepared Sn(II)Cl2 solution in order to
compensate for potential losses due to oxidation during storage
[44]. 99mTc-HMPAO synthesis from kits or stored aliquots takes
a few minutes.

We inject the tracer during ongoing behavior over a period,
in most experiments, of about five to 10min. After injection,
animals are anesthetized and scanned (for a scheme of the
workflow, see Figure 5). We use co-registered CT scans as
anatomical references. In most studies, we repeatedly image
the same animals under different behavioral conditions. We
use intervals between the measurements of 2 days. For data
analysis, we align the SPECT/CTs to reference MRs and
calculate parametric voxel-wise statistical maps from global mean
normalized data of brain 99mTc content.

In humans, arterial input functions can be determined and
cerebral blood flow or glucose metabolism can be fully quantified
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FIGURE 5 | Workflow in functional neuroimaging using 99mTc-HMPAO SPECT. After elution of 99mTc-pertechnetate from the 99mTc generator, 99mTc-HMPAO can be

synthesized on-site in the small-animal SPECT lab. Rodents are intravenously injected with the tracer during ongoing behavior. For SPECT scanning of the distribution

of the trapped tracer, the animals are anesthetized. Data analysis starts with aligning of the SPECT data sets to reference MRs or atlases by using the landmarks of

the co-registered CT. Here, previously unpublished images from data of a subgroup of rats from the study of innate fear behavior in Vincenz et al. [70] are shown to

illustrate the data analysis. Sections at two different Bregma levels are shown (A Bregma −4.2; B Bregma −5.6). The color scale on the left is in units of the global

mean intensity. Arrows point to the habenula and interpeduncular nucleus where significant increases or decreases, resp., in flow were found.

with PET imaging. In rodents, and in particular in mice, arterial
blood sampling is difficult and impractical in behaving animals.
Therefore, intensity normalization is the standard approach
to comparing individual and group data in functional small-
animal radionuclide imaging [71, 72]. Especially when used
for imaging normal behaving animals, where global metabolic
rates and blood flow can be assumed to vary only within
narrow limits, the effects of the normalization can be expected
to be minor.

CBF SPECT IN THE CONTEXT OF
TECHNIQUES FOR IMAGING BRAIN-WIDE
ACTIVATION PATTERNS IN AWAKE
BEHAVING RODENTS

We have reviewed above the rationales underlying functional

neuroimaging using CBF SPECT in rodents and outlined the

experimental procedure that we developed in our lab. We have
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used this approach in a number of different studies including
artificial stimulations—electrical as well as optogenetic [44, 73,
74]—pharmacological manipulations [75], studies of baseline
metabolism under physiological or pathological conditions [76],
or changes in activation patterns due to sensory stimuli in
conjunction with [68] or without [70, 77] learning paradigms.
Our findings matched well with data from other groups using
othermethods as far as such data were available. The involvement
of the habenulo-interpeduncular system in innate fear behavior
[70], for instance, or of the supramammillary nucleus in
food reward [75] as described in our SPECT studies has also
been found with optogenetic or electrophysiological methods,
resp. [78–80].

The scope of most of our studies was on screening for brain-
wide activation patterns in behaving rodents. Many of these
studies would have been very difficult or impossible to perform
with BOLD fMRI, especially those that require active locomotor
behaviors as the intracranial self-stimulation studies or studies
with complex learning paradigms [68].

Some of the studies might have been performed with 18F-FDG
PET. In fact, the scopes of applications of 18F-FDG PET (see, for
instance, [71, 72, 81–83]) and 99mTc-HMPAO SPECT are very
similar. As mentioned above, both methods provide static images
of spatial patterns of neural activity averaged or integrated resp.
over certain periods of time. However, due to differences in tracer
kinetics, the integration times differ considerably between the
two methods.

As studied in detail by Sokoloff et al. when they introduced
the autoradiographic technique for mapping cerebral glucose
metabolism using 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) labeled with 14C, it
takes about 30–45min until, after a single bolus injection,
sufficient amounts of the tracer are trapped in the brain [84].
2-DG can enter and leave the brain via facilitated diffusion
through glucose transporters in the BBB. The brain regional 2-
DG distribution shortly after injection reflects spatial patterns of
2-DG influx in relation to blood flow. In a relatively slow process,
2-DG is phosphorylated to 2-DG-6-phosphate, which is trapped
intracellularly and does not redistribute. Images taken earlier
than about 30min reflect to varying degrees the influx, efflux, and
phosphorylation of 2-DG. In order to image with 18F-FDG PET
a tracer distribution that solely or at least largely reflects tracer
uptake and phosphorylation in the unrestrained awake state
outside the scanner and that remains stable during subsequent
image acquisition under anesthesia inside the scanner, animals
cannot be imaged much earlier than about 30min after 18F-
FDG injection.

On the other hand, the long uptake and phosphorylation times
of 18F-FDG make it possible to inject a single tracer dose i.v. or
i.p. before the behavioral experiment starts. Repeated imaging
of the same individual over long time periods such as weeks
or months is easier with 18F-FDG because there is no need for
implanting intravenous catheters.

In contrast to 18F-FDG, 99mTc-HMPAO is rapidly cleared
from the plasma and rapidly trapped in the brain. We mentioned
above the high first-pass extraction of about 80% [56]. In humans,
count rates in the brain reach maximum values 30–40 s after
injection, then decrease slightly to 91% and remain constant

2min after injection [85]. The 40-s period until the net uptake
of 99mTc-HMPAO ceases can be seen as the maximum temporal
resolution that might theoretically be achieved when using CBF
SPECT for assessing the spatial patterns of neural activity in
unrestrained animals outside scanner environments, the limiting
factor in practice being the volume load if the dose necessary for
imaging at high resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio should
be injected in one single bolus. In our routine protocols, we
use time spans of several minutes over which 99mTc-HMPAO
is injected. The time spans might be adjusted to the behavioral
paradigms under study.

Among the different tracer techniques for in vivo imaging
of brain-wide activation patterns in rodents, the highest spatial
resolution can be achieved with MEMRI [86], but without
opening the BBB, manganese reaches detectable levels only
slowly. The long stimulation times on the order of several hours
limit the scope of applications.

The static images that are usually acquired with all of these
tracer techniques provide insight into temporal dynamics only
insofar as the temporal dynamics might affect the average
spatial patterns of network activities. In theory, nuclear imaging
techniques are well-suited for imaging temporal dynamics.
Motion-correction algorithms have been used to obtain images
of awake behaving animals inside scanners [87–89], and
miniaturized, wearable PET scanners for brain imaging in
behaving rats have been developed [90]. The methods can be
of high value for imaging tracers that are not trapped and
the distribution of which might change under anesthesia as
compared with that in the awake state, e.g., neurotransmitter
receptor ligands. Imaging at both high spatial resolutions and
short acquisition times in the range of seconds or lower would
require high sensitivities and/or high radionuclide doses and
might be challenging. It remains to be seen whether approaches
for 4D functional neuroimaging in awake behaving rodents,
based on imaging, e.g., CBF, CBV, or displacement of receptor
ligands, might emerge from nuclear imaging techniques andwhat
spatial and temporal resolutions these could provide.

Four-dimensional whole-brain imaging of spatiotemporal
patterns of neural activity in behaving rodents is possible
with ultrasound imaging of changes in CBV [91]. As a major
drawback compared to fMRI, PET, and SPECT, animals have to
undergo skull surgery in order to enable ultrasound imaging.
Measurements have been performed through the thinned skull in
rats [92], ultrasound-clear skull prostheses [93], or large cranial
windows in head-fixed mice [94]. In the latter study [94], high
spatial resolutions of about 100µm in-plane and 300µm off-
plane have been obtained, but relatively long imaging times were
used ranging from 14min to several hours.

In the context of the array of in vivo whole-brain functional
neuroimaging techniques, we see the attractiveness of functional
CBF SPECT imaging in the combination of minimal invasiveness
with relatively high spatial resolution and simple logistics.

The temporal resolution might be improved with stimulus-
triggered short bolus injections of 99mTc-HMPAO, but it certainly
cannot compete with that of BOLD fMRI. When effects of
anesthesia or restraints can be tolerated or expected to be minor,
BOLD fMRI is certainly the method of choice.
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From the underlying physics, the spatial resolution of 99mTc-
HMPAO SPECT could be further increased, the limiting factor in
practice being the limited sensitivity that, to our experience, can
make imaging well-beyond the range of about 500µm difficult
for routine use, as it requires injections of large doses or volumes
resp. and/or long scan times. It remains to be seen whether
technical improvements could increase the sensitivity in small-
animal SPECT imaging.

Despite the variety of new methods for in vivo imaging of
neural activity, there are still only three approaches to non-
invasively—in particular without the need for head surgery—
obtain images of brain-wide patterns of neural activity in
awake unrestrained rodents, 18F-FDG PET, MEMRI, and 99mTc-
HMPAO SPECT. Currently, the vast majority of studies aiming
at elucidating brain-wide patterns of neural activity in rodents
are done by post-mortem readout of the patterns of immediate
early genes (IEGs) expressed in an activity-dependent manner in
vivo [95]. IEG expression patterns can be mapped with cellular
resolution, but data acquisition and analysis are time consuming.
Similar to tracer techniques, IEG mapping studies provide little
information on temporal dynamics on timescales of neuronal
signal-processing rates, but the decades of its use demonstrate at
the same time the value of this spatial information for elucidating
network activation patterns.

Within this array of methods for imaging brain-wide
spatial patterns of neural activity in unrestrained rodents,
99mTc-HMPAO SPECT is, in our opinion, a highly attractive
technique. When aiming at regional spatial resolutions, it

provides 3D data sets of functional brain activations at
substantially higher throughput than IEG-mapping approaches,
and stimulation times in the minute range make the method less
sensitive to the effects of behavioral habituation than 18F-FDG
PET and MEMRI.
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